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Abstract. We applied coincident Earth observation data col-
lected during 2008 and 2009 from multiple sensors (RA2,
AATSR and MERIS, mounted on the European Space
Agency satellite Envisat) to characterise environmental con-
ditions and integrated sea–air fluxes of CO2 in three Arctic
seas (Greenland, Barents, Kara). We assessed net CO2 sink
sensitivity due to changes in temperature, salinity and sea
ice duration arising from future climate scenarios. During
the study period the Greenland and Barents seas were net
sinks for atmospheric CO2, with integrated sea–air fluxes of
−36± 14 and −11± 5 Tg C yr−1, respectively, and the Kara
Sea was a weak net CO2 source with an integrated sea–air
flux of +2.2± 1.4 Tg C yr−1. The combined integrated CO2
sea–air flux from all three was −45± 18 Tg C yr−1. In a sen-
sitivity analysis we varied temperature, salinity and sea ice
duration. Variations in temperature and salinity led to mod-
ification of the transfer velocity, solubility and partial pres-
sure of CO2 taking into account the resultant variations in
alkalinity and dissolved organic carbon (DOC). Our results
showed that warming had a strong positive effect on the an-
nual integrated sea–air flux of CO2 (i.e. reducing the sink),
freshening had a strong negative effect and reduced sea ice
duration had a small but measurable positive effect. In the
climate change scenario examined, the effects of warming in
just over a decade of climate change up to 2020 outweighed
the combined effects of freshening and reduced sea ice du-
ration. Collectively these effects gave an integrated sea–air
flux change of +4.0 Tg C in the Greenland Sea, +6.0 Tg C in
the Barents Sea and +1.7 Tg C in the Kara Sea, reducing the
Greenland and Barents sinks by 11 % and 53 %, respectively,
and increasing the weak Kara Sea source by 81 %. Overall,
the regional integrated flux changed by +11.7 Tg C, which is
a 26 % reduction in the regional sink. In terms of CO2 sink
strength, we conclude that the Barents Sea is the most sus-
ceptible of the three regions to the climate changes exam-
ined. Our results imply that the region will cease to be a net
CO2 sink in the 2050s.
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The Arctic Ocean covers a relatively small area
(∼ 10.7× 106 km2) of the global ocean and ∼ 53 % of
Arctic waters are broad and shallow (< 200 m) continental
shelves. Consequently, the Arctic Ocean contributes only
∼ 1 % to the global ocean volume but it is nevertheless
thought to account for 5–14 % of the total oceanic sink
for anthropogenic CO2 (Bates and Mathis, 2009), largely
due to strong seasonal biological drawdown (Takahashi
et al., 2009). Given this disproportionate contribution, its
susceptibility to environmental changes that include rapid
warming well above the global average (Polyakov et al.,
2010; Purkey and Johnson, 2010), accelerating sea ice retreat
(Kwok et al., 2009), increasing freshwater inputs (Dai et
al., 2009) and changes to ecosystem structure and primary
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productivity (Arrigo et al., 2008; Pabi et al., 2008) afford the
Arctic Ocean an important role in future ocean CO2 uptake.
The high uncertainty in the size of the Arctic Ocean CO2
sink reflects a paucity of coordinated in situ measurement
campaigns and difficulties of logistical support in a remote
and hostile environment, especially during winter ice cover
(Bates and Mathis, 2009). Moreover, the heterogeneous na-
ture of Arctic waters, especially on the continental shelves,
will likely confound future efforts that may aim to improve
this estimate by extrapolating from temporally and spatially
limited in situ data alone.
A potential alternative solution lies in exploiting satellite
Earth observation (EO) data, as previously used to derive
sea–air fluxes of CO2 at the global scale (e.g. Boutin et al.,
2002). The improved quasi-global availability of EO data has
facilitated recent studies of CO2 sea–air exchange over a sub-
stantial area of the Arctic Ocean (Arrigo et al., 2010; Else et
al., 2008).
In this paper we apply spatially and temporally co-incident
EO data, obtained from the European Space Agency’s (ESA)
environmental monitoring satellite Envisat, to evaluate the
sensitivity of air–sea CO2 exchange in three Arctic seas
(Greenland, Barents, Kara) to changes in temperature, salin-
ity and sea ice duration arising from future climate scenar-
ios. We also consider the likely impacts of surface ocean
biology on CO2 fluxes through suppression of the transfer
velocity (k) of CO2 and the degree to which the potential
uptake of CO2 may be offset by outgassing via remineralisa-
tion of river-borne dissolved organic carbon (DOC) on Arctic
shelves.
1.2 Study area
This study focuses on three Arctic seas, the Greenland, Bar-
ents and Kara seas. The geographical extent of these seas is
defined by International Hydrographic Organization (1953)
and shown in Fig. 1.
The Greenland Sea provides the only deep (2600 m) con-
nection from the Arctic Ocean to the Global Ocean (ACIA,
2005) (via the Atlantic) and thus provides a direct link be-
tween these deep ocean waters and adjoining coastal waters
of the Barents Sea (Fig. 1). It is a major source of warm,
saline Atlantic water to the Arctic Ocean through the Fram
Strait. Cool, fresher water extends south from the Fram Strait
along its western boundary (ACIA, 2005), along which sea
ice accumulates during winter. The Greenland Sea has been
estimated to be a CO2 sink with average integrated sea–air
CO2 flux of −38 Tg C yr−1 (Arrigo et al., 2010).
The Barents Sea, the largest of the Arctic Ocean marginal
seas, is a broad and shallow (maximum depth ∼ 450 m) “in-
flow” shelf sea (Bates and Mathis, 2009), i.e. it is charac-
terised by nutrient-rich oceanic inflows that sustain high sea-
sonal primary productivity, with the potential for strong CO2
uptake from the atmosphere. Freshwater inputs are compar-
atively small. It is bounded to the south by Scandinavia and
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Figure 1. The study area. 2 
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Figure 2. Effect of a two day reduction (red) or increase (green) in the sea ice duration in a 4 
fictional 30 day year. The black line shows the original values. 5 
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Fig. 1. The study area.
its eastward connection to the adjacent Kara Sea is restricted
by the island of Novaya Zemlya (Fig. 1). An inflow of warm
Atlantic surface water from the Norwegian Sea via the Nor-
wegian Atlantic Current is characteristic of the Barents Sea
during the summer months (Omar et al., 2007). Sea ice for-
mation during subsequent cooling gives rise to densification
and export to the Kara Sea and central Arctic Ocean basin as
dense subsurface water (Fransson et al., 2001; Kaltin et al.,
2002; Omar et al., 2007). The Barents Sea has been estimated
to be a CO2 sink with integrated sea–air CO2 flux between
−24 and −77 Tg C yr−1 (Fransson et al., 2001; Kaltin et al.,
2002; Nakaoka et al., 2006; Omar et al., 2007; Arrigo et al.,
2010).
By contrast the Kara Sea is an “interior shelf” sea (Bates
and Mathis, 2009), i.e. one which is highly influenced by
exchanges with adjacent shelves. It receives inputs from the
Barents Sea and exports water to the central Eurasian Basin.
Due to the major inputs from the Ob and Yenisey rivers it is
significantly less saline than the adjoining Barents Sea, with
extremely low salinity waters extending some distance off-
shore. It also has a higher rate of sea ice production than other
areas of the Arctic Ocean. Surface water pCO2 is spatially
and temporally variable. Significant undersaturation has been
observed following ice melt, whereas high supersaturation
characterises coastal regions influenced by continental out-
flow (Bates and Mathis, 2009). The Kara Sea has been esti-
mated to be a much smaller CO2 sink than the Greenland or
Barents seas, with integrated sea–air CO2 flux between −1
and −12 Tg C yr−1 (Anderson et al., 1998a, b; Fransson et
al., 2001; Arrigo et al., 2010).
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2 Methods
2.1 Data sets
We used EO data from the European Space Agency’s (ESA)
Environmental monitoring satellite, Envisat. Envisat was
launched into a sun-synchronous near-polar orbit in 2002 and
carried the Radar Altimeter 2 (RA2), the Advanced Along
Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) and the Medium Res-
olution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS). In the absence of
clouds, AATSR and MERIS are capable of providing daily
spatially and temporally coincident Tskin and visible wave-
length water reflectance over a broad swath. RA2 provides
estimates of wind speed at 10 m height (U10) and signifi-
cant wave height (HS) at the sub-satellite point. AATSR is
a self-calibrating radiometer (Edwards et al., 1990) that pro-
vides estimates of surface skin temperatures (Donlon et al.,
2007) and exhibits a very small standard deviation of error
of 0.16 ◦C and a bias of +0.2 ◦C (O’Carroll et al., 2008).
RA2 provides estimates of U10 with a standard deviation of
1.25 m s−1 and a bias of −0.28 m s−1, and HS with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.15 m and no global bias (Queffeulou et
al., 2010). MERIS provides precision water reflectance at a
number of visible wavelengths, which we use in combination
with the AATSR data to estimate net primary production.
The level 2 RA2 altimeter data for 2008–2009 were pre-
processed following ESA guidelines (Faugère et al., 2007)
and were then extracted, quality filtered and binned to a
1◦× 1◦ geographic (equirectangular) grid using the ESA Ba-
sic Radar Altimetry Toolbox (BRAT) version 2.1.1 (Ros-
morduc et al., 2009). Only valid ocean data were retained
for analysis using the ESA-defined and orbit-specific ocean
masking option within BRAT which implements the ESA
recommendations. In addition, all HS data were corrected for
known biases following the work of Queffeulou et al. (2010).
The 1◦× 1◦ spatial grid was chosen as a compromise be-
tween the high spatial resolution data available from Envisat
and the need to ensure completeness of the data coverage in
space and time.
The level 2 AATSR two- and three-channel dual-view
Tskin data (referred to in the literature as D2 and D3
data, respectively) for 2008–2009 were extracted using the
ESA Earth observation toolbox and development platform
(BEAM) command line tools (BEAM, 2010). Following the
AATSR masking procedures (Birks, 2007), data were only
retained if (i) the nadir and dual Tskin were valid (level 2 flags
bits 0 and 2); (ii) the pixel was over the ocean (bit 4); and (iii)
no cloud was present in either view (bits 5 and 8). The resul-
tant level 2 data were binned to the same grid as the RA2 data
using the BEAM binning tool.
The level 2 MERIS reduced resolution data for 2008–2009
were quality-filtered to remove cloud, land and negative re-
flectances using the ESA level 2 flags (bits 23, 22 and 20,
respectively). These data were then re-projected to the same
1◦× 1◦ grid as the AATSR and RA2 data. Estimates of global
primary productivity were then generated using coincident
data from MERIS and AATSR and the primary productivity
algorithm of Smyth et al. (2005). This primary productiv-
ity algorithm is based on a radiative transfer model, meaning
that the approach is able to produce realistic estimates in both
open-ocean (case I) and coastal (case II) waters. Its perfor-
mance has been globally assessed (Smyth et al., 2005) and its
use of a lookup table allows the efficient calculation of large
data sets, such as the multi-year data used in this study. In
both the AATSR and MERIS case, the single dominant error
source is the full removal of cloud-contaminated data from
the data set, which can be challenging in the presence of sea
ice. We rely on the BEAM tools to perform cloud-flagging
operations prior to gridding the data.
Climatological values including pCO2W and salinity (S)
were obtained from the Takahashi et al. (2009) climatology.
Global daily air pressure and temperature fields were pro-
vided by the European Centre for Medium-range Weather
Forecasting (ECMWF) operational data set (N80 Gaussian
gridded analysis on surface levels; ERA-40 format, six-
hourly fields). The Takahashi and ECMWF data were re-
projected from their original 4◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude and
2.5◦× 2.5◦ grids, respectively, to the 1◦× 1◦ grid using bi-
linear interpolation (Kettle et al., 2009). Though the grid size
was decreased, this was not an attempt to improve the reso-
lution of the data sets, but simply to ensure that all data (cli-
matology and EO) were on the same grid. No extrapolation
beyond the bounds of the original data was performed, so this
procedure should not introduce any bias or additional uncer-
tainty. We note that use of, e.g. the Takahashi et al. (2009)
data without this reprojection and interpolation, in conjunc-
tion with the 1◦× 1◦ EO data, would introduce disconti-
nuities in the flux maps at the Takahashi et al. (2009) cell
boundaries.
Daily values of the foundation temperature (Tfnd), defined
as the temperature at a nominal depth of 0.2–1 m just before
sunrise, were provided by the Operational Sea Surface Tem-
perature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA) system (Donlon et
al., 2011; Stark et al., 2008), with a measured uncertainty of
0.6 ◦C and no significant global bias (Donlon et al., 2011).
The sea ice analysis (within the OSTIA data) provides an es-
timate of the daily percentage sea ice coverage provided by
the EUMETSAT Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Application Fa-
cility (OSI-SAF) daily analyses. These daily global OSTIA
Tfnd and sea ice coverage data were averaged from their orig-
inal 0.05◦× 0.05◦ grid to the same 1◦× 1◦ grid. For deter-
mining the characteristics within the three oceanic regions,
the International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) bound-
aries of the major seas and oceans were obtained in a shape
file (VLIZ) and then projected to a 0.1◦× 0.1◦ subgrid. For
each cell of the 1◦× 1◦ grid (consisting of 100 subgrid cells
classified as either within or outside the sea boundary), the
proportion of subgrid cells that lie within a given sea bound-
ary was recorded. This was 1 or 0 for most cells and interme-
diate on boundary cells. The use of a higher spatial resolution
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grid for the sea boundaries gives a more accurate representa-
tion of the spatial extent of each sea than using a mask at 1◦
resolution.
2.2 Calculating sea–air CO2 fluxes
We estimated the sea-to-air flux of CO2 (F , in g m−2 s−1)
as the product of a gas transfer velocity, k (m s−1), and the
difference in CO2 concentration (g m−3) between the base
[CO2AQW] and the top [CO2AQ0] of a thin (∼ 250 µm) mass
boundary layer at the sea surface:
F = k ([CO2AQW]− [CO2AQ0]) . (1)
The concentration of CO2 in seawater is the product of its
solubility, α (g m−3 µatm−1), and its fugacity, fCO2 (µatm).
As gas solubility is a function of salinity and temperature, it
varies across the aqueous boundary layer. Hence Eq. (1) now
becomes
F = k (αWfCO2W −αSfCO2A) , (2)
where the subscripts denote values in water (W), at the sea–
air interface (S) (here assumed to be the sea skin) and in air
(A). In practice however, sea surface CO2 concentration is
typically measured a few metres below the sea surface rather
than at the bottom of the mass boundary layer. For simplicity
we substitute partial pressure for fugacity because their val-
ues differ by < 0.5 % over the temperature range considered
(McGillis and Wanninkhof, 2006). Equation (2) can there-
fore be alternatively represented as
F = k (αWpCO2W −αSpCO2A) . (3)
Various authors have parameterized k in terms of wind speed
or sea state. In this work we chose to analyse our results us-
ing two empirical parameterizations using the wind speed
(Nightingale et al., 2000; Ho et al., 2006) and a physically
based parameterization (Fangohr and Woolf, 2007).
We used the data sets and methodology described below
to produce daily maps of F , which we then used to estimate
the integrated CO2 flux for the Greenland, Barents and Kara
seas. We then investigated the sensitivity of these values to
changes in the input parameters.
2.2.1 Partial pressure of CO2
Takahashi et al. (2009) provide climatological estimates of
F and the variables required for its derivation, along with
a method for correcting the climatology to any given year.
These data were generated from over three million in situ
measurements of surface water pCO2 obtained between
1970 and 2007, though time-space coverage of the Arctic in
the Takahashi data is highly limited (Takahashi et al., 2009).
The Takahashi data are referenced to a standard non-El-Niño
year (2000), so associated measurement-uncertainties for the
CO2 fluxes in other years are likely to be larger. To reduce
these uncertainties and to correct for the increase in global
CO2 since 2000, these climatology data were modified to the
prevailing physical conditions in 2008–2009.
pCO2W (referenced to year 2000 in the Takahashi clima-
tology) was corrected to the temperature and salinity condi-
tions for the period of study and increased by 1.5 µatm yr−1
(Takahashi et al., 2009; Kettle et al., 2009) using
pCO2W = pCOTak2W exp
[
0.0423
(
SSTfnd − T Tak
)
(4)
−4.35× 10−5
{
(SSTfnd)2 −
(
T Tak
)2}
+1.7
(
S− STak
)/
STak
]
+ 1.5(year− 2000) .
The temperature adjustment (the first two terms in the expo-
nential) is given by Takahashi et al. (2009). The salinity ad-
justment (the third term in the exponential) is from Sarmiento
and Gruber (2006):
∂pCO2
∂S
= γSpCO2
S
, (5)
where γS has a value of about 1 when comparing waters of
the same dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) content, e.g. two
oceanic water masses with the same DIC and tempera-
ture but with different salinities. However, when considering
the effect of freshening due to waters with negligible DIC
(e.g. rainwater), the value increases to 1.6 at low latitudes and
1.7 at high latitudes. Rysgaard et al. (2007) present evidence
that 75 % or more of DIC is rejected together with brine from
growing sea ice, hence we used γS = 1.7 in Eq. (4). This is
valid in seas where the major contribution to climate-related
freshening is due to ice melt, but is inappropriate if the major
contribution comes from increased DIC-laden river runoff,
which could be the case in the Kara Sea.
Temporal averaging of sea-level air pressure has been
shown by Kettle and Merchant (2005) to introduce large er-
rors in flux calculations. Therefore pCO2A (in µatm) was
determined from the atmospheric climatology data and in-
creased by 1.5 µatm yr−1 using:
pCO2A = 0.001XTak[CO]2 (P −pH2O)+1.5(year− 2000) (6)
where XTak[CO]2 is the mole fraction of CO2 in the dry atmo-
sphere from the Takahashi climatology in parts per million,
P is the daily average air pressure in mbar from the ECMWF
data, 1013.25 is standard atmospheric pressure and pH2O is
the saturation vapour pressure of water in mbar, which is de-
fined by Weiss and Price (1980) in terms of temperature TK
(Kelvin) and salinity S (PSU) as
pH2O = 1013.25exp
(
24.4543− 67.4509100
TK
(7)
− 4.8489ln TK
100
− 0.000544S
)
,
where TK = Tskin + 273.15.
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2.2.2 Gas transfer velocity
Daily maps of the gas transfer velocity k (in m s−1) were
derived from the 1◦× 1◦ AATSR and RA2 data using three
different approaches. We investigated two different empiri-
cal wind-based gas transfer velocity parameterizations and
one based on the physics of the sea surface, to provide an
indication of the potential errors introduced by different gas
transfer parameterizations in the three Arctic seas.
The first parameterization (Nightingale et al., 2000) is
based on U10 and Tskin and uses an empirical relationship
derived from field data predominantly obtained in shelf seas:
k =
(
0.333U10 + 0.222U210
)
(Sc/600)−0.5 , (8)
where Sc is the Schmidt number given by Wanninkhof (1992)
as
Sc = 2073.1− 125.62Tskin + 3.6276(Tskin)2 (9)
− 0.043219(Tskin)3 .
The second parameterization (Ho et al., 2006) uses data from
the Southern Ocean to produce a similar relationship:
k = 0.266U210 (Sc/600)−0.5 . (10)
This was shown by Ho et al. (2011) to have global applica-
bility.
The third parameterization (Fangohr and Woolf, 2007) is
physically based and is derived from field and model data.
It uses a combination of U10, HS, the backscatter coefficient
σ0 and Tskin. This approach uses the hybrid model of Woolf
(2005) to determine k, defined as k = kd + kb, where kd is
the direct gas transfer and kb is the bubble-mediated trans-
fer. Bubble-mediated transfer is the enhancement of sea–air
gas transfer resulting from oceanic wave breaking, or white-
capping (Woolf et al., 2007). This aspect of gas transfer is
not explicitly characterized in the wind parameterizations of
Nightingale et al. (2000) or Ho et al. (2006). Please refer to
Fangohr and Woolf (2007) and Goddijn-Murphy et al. (2012)
for a detailed description of this approach.
2.2.3 Solubility
The solubility α of CO2 in sea water is a function of TK and
S given by Weiss (1974) as
α = 0.012exp
[
A+B 100
TK
+C ln
(
TK
100
)
(11)
+S
{
D+E TK
100
+G
(
TK
100
)2}]
,
where TK = Tfnd + 273.15 in the case of αW and TK =
Tskin + 273.15 in the case of αS, A=−60.2409, B =
93.4517, C = 23.3585, D = 0.023517, E =−0.023656 and
G= 0.0047036.
2.2.4 Integrated CO2 fluxes
Together, Eqs. (3)–(11) allow calculation of F per unit area
of open water. Sea ice coverage data were used with F to
calculate the integrated CO2 flux from a 1◦ by 1◦ grid cell
(Takahashi et al., 2009). A clear distinction should be made
in the following between F , which is the flux per unit area
and time at a given point, and integrated flux, which is the
sum of (positive and/or negative) flux through a given area,
be it a grid cell or a geographical region such as a sea, over
a given time, e.g. a month or a year. In the case of a grid cell
containing ice or land, we use the open water value of F , and
modify the calculation of integrated flux to account for the
ice or land cover.
Following Takahashi et al. (2009), we considered sea ice
coverage < 10 % to have a negligible effect on the integrated
CO2 flux from a cell, so in this case sea ice coverage was set
to zero, whereas sea ice coverage > 90 % still allows some
flux of CO2 due to leads, polynyas etc. (where air–sea heat
fluxes may be very strong), so in this case ice coverage was
set to 90 %. Multiplying F (per unit area) by the remaining
ice free surface area gives the integrated CO2 flux from the
cell.
Fluxes in marginal ice zones may be enhanced over a
simple proportionality to ice-free area (Loose et al., 2009;
Else et al., 2011). We use the parameterization suggested
by Loose et al. (2009), that flux is proportional to (ice-free
proportion)0.4. We do this by modifying the ice coverage to
give an ‘effective ice-free area’ in each cell, while continu-
ing to use the open water estimate of F . For instance, cells
with ice coverage ≥ 90 % will have an effective ice-free area
of 40 % of the cell area, reducing the integrated cell flux to
40 % of the open water value.
F was only calculated in cells where all the required data
were available. In a given sea, the total effective ice-free area
Amiss of cells with no flux data was also calculated, as was
the mean flux F¯ due to all cells in the sea with flux data. The
product AmissF¯ was then added to the integrated flux due to
cells with flux data, to give an estimate of the integrated CO2
flux across the sea surface. This procedure enables a first-
order correction for the flux in regions where there are no
EO data. Its use assumes that the mean F within the missing
region is the same as the mean F within the regions where
EO data are present. In cases where no values of F could
be calculated for a given sea (this occurred for the Kara Sea
in March to May), the monthly F¯ was linearly interpolated
between the nearest valid months.
2.3 Sensitivity to salinity, temperature and sea ice
duration
The Arctic Ocean is considered very susceptible to the im-
pacts of a changing climate, with a large range of condi-
tions predicted by 2020 (ACIA, 2005). Although the Arctic
has changed greatly since the publication of ACIA (2005),
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the more recent IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (Denman
et al., 2007) is insufficiently detailed to allow predictions of
changes for the three seas studied here. We therefore con-
sider the predictions of ACIA (2005) to represent a plausi-
ble range of climate change effects, providing a framework
within which to examine sensitivity. Following the changes
in Arctic climate predicted by ACIA (2005), we performed
an analysis to investigate the sensitivity of the integrated sea–
air fluxes of CO2 to increased temperature, reduced salinity
(freshening) and decreased sea ice duration. The impact of
changes in each of these quantities was considered individu-
ally, and we also estimated the combined effects of the 2020
scenario predicted by ACIA (2005).
Over the 20 yr from a baseline ending in 2000 to 2020,
ACIA (2005) predict an Arctic-wide increase in annual mean
sea surface temperature of 1 to 1.5 ◦C, further divided into
2.5 ◦C in winter and 0.5 ◦C in summer, and a salinity re-
duction of 0.1 to 0.3 PSU in the southeast Barents Sea and
the Kara Sea with a weak (unspecified) freshening along the
East Greenland coast. The predicted effects on sea ice are an
Arctic-wide reduction in sea ice duration of 10 days and a
6–10 % reduction in winter extent, with the shelf seas likely
to be ice-free in summer. Clearly the above information is
insufficiently detailed to make a definitive 2020 CO2 inte-
grated flux prediction in each sea, but here we give an im-
pression of the effects of plausible changes in temperature,
salinity and sea ice duration from 2008–2009 to 2020 by
taking the average of the above ranges of variation in the
change from year 2000 to year 2020 and scaling linearly to
a change from years 2008–2009 to year 2020, i.e. multiply-
ing by (2020− 2008.5) / (2020− 2000) = 0.575. This gives a
warming of 0.7 ◦C, a freshening of 0.1 PSU and a reduction
in sea ice duration of 6 days, each of which is assumed to
apply uniformly over all three seas. The Arctic-wide reduc-
tion in winter sea ice extent of 5 % and the prediction that
the shelves are likely to be ice free in summer are difficult to
implement in a specific location. Instead, we assume these to
emerge as a result of the reduction in sea ice duration. The
sensitivity of integrated CO2 flux to each of the different pa-
rameters was investigated by varying one parameter while
keeping the others fixed at their original values, applying
parameter changes uniformly across all valid data. For the
temperature sensitivity, Tfnd and Tskin were assumed to co-
vary. Temperature variations were applied to all temperature-
dependent components of Eq. (3) and its sub-equations (αS,
αW, k, pCO2W, pH2O). The salinities at the surface and at a
depth of a few meters were also assumed to co-vary. Salinity
variations were applied to all salinity-dependent components
of Eq. (3) and its sub-equations (αS, αW, pCO2W, pH2O).
To simulate changes in sea ice cover, on a given day (here
labeled day 0) we calculated the reduction in integrated CO2
flux from each cell due to sea ice several times, first using the
sea ice on day 0, then on days −1 and 1, −2 and 2 etc. De-
pending on the season, the sea ice cover may be broadly in-
creasing (autumn freezing), decreasing (spring thaw) or static
(midsummer or midwinter). To simulate the effect of a gen-
eral reduction/increase in sea ice duration of 2N days, we
took the minimum/maximum sea ice amount in a time win-
dow from day −N to day N , where N was varied from 1 to
3. This had the effect of moving the spring thaw earlier/later
and the autumn freeze later/earlier, both by N days. The ef-
fects on winter and summer depend on the day to day vari-
ability of sea ice cover during these seasons. Figure 2 shows
the effect of a two-day reduction/increase in sea ice duration
(N = 1) in a fictitious example with 30 days per year.
These assumptions allow us to gain further insight into the
impact of plausible changes in temperature, salinity and sea
ice duration from 2008–2009 to 2020.
3 Results
3.1 Characterization of study area
Tables 1 to 5 and Fig. 3 show lower quartile, monthly me-
dian and upper quartile values of relevant properties of the
three seas during 2008 and 2009, derived from our EO data.
Areal ice coverage for each sea was calculated daily, and the
monthly statistics were generated from all days in the month
over both years. On each day, the remaining sea area was
used to determine area-weighted histograms of the other EO
derived quantities used in this paper: Tskin (◦C), U10 (m s−1),
Hs (m), and net primary production (PP) (mg C m−2 day−1).
Hs is not shown in Fig. 3 as its variation (listed in Ta-
ble 4) showed similar patterns to that of U10. Figure 4 shows
monthly mean sea ice coverage over the whole region during
2008 and 2009 combined, revealing the spatial and seasonal
variations within each sea.
Figure 3a shows Greenland Sea ice cover to be dominated
by the West Ice, which covers up to 37 % of its area in winter,
retreating northwards to about 11 % in August and Septem-
ber. The Barents Sea was the least affected by sea ice, with a
peak ice cover of 34 % in April, mostly in the north, retreat-
ing northwards to become negligible from July to October.
The Kara Sea was the most affected by sea ice for most of
the year, with a peak ice cover of about 90 % from Febru-
ary to May, retreating northwards to become negligible from
August to October. Figure 3b shows the Barents Sea to be
generally the warmest of the three seas, except from May
to August, when it has similar temperatures to the Green-
land Sea. The Kara Sea is the coolest except in August. From
Fig. 3c and Table 4, the wind and wave climates are sim-
ilar in the Greenland and Barents seas, whereas both wind
and waves are lower in the Kara Sea, especially during the
first half of the year. From Fig. 3d, PP follows a similar pat-
tern in all three seas, and appears to follow light availabil-
ity. However, the upper quartile PP (likely to represent algal
blooms) in the Kara Sea is by far the greatest, suggesting
that this sea is much more susceptible to summertime phyto-
plankton blooms. PP peaks in May in the Barents Sea, June
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Figure 1. The study area. 2 
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Figure 2. Effect of a two day reduction (red) or increase (green) in the sea ice duration in a 4 
fictional 30 day year. The black line shows the original values. 5 
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Fig. 2. Effect of a two-day reduction (red) or increase (green) in the
sea ice duration in a fictional 30-day yea . The black lin shows the
original values.
in the Greenland Sea and July in the Kara Sea. It should be
noted that the PP value quoted is the production per unit clear
(ice-free) sea area, not the total production over the sea.
3.2 Integrated CO2 flux for each sea and differences
between k parameterizations
The mean daily clear water CO2 flux F over both years is
shown in Fig. 5 using the Nightingale et al. (2000) k parame-
terization (the flux using the Ho et al. (2006) k parameteriza-
tion is very similar), and the annual sea-integrated CO2 fluxes
using the two parameterizations are listed in Table 6. These
show clearly that in 2008 and 2009 the Greenland Sea was a
strong net sink of CO2 (negative flux values) and the Barents
Sea was a weaker sink, while the Kara Sea was a weak net
source of CO2. Also shown is the integrated CO2 flux from
all three seas grouped together. Fangohr and Woolf (2007)
(not shown) give fluxes of the same sign as Nightingale et
al. (2000) and Ho et al. (2006) but with about 1.75 times the
magnitude, indicating a likely problem with the Fangohr and
Woolf (2007) algorithm (see Sect. 4.4). Figure 6 shows the
monthly mean F over both years using the Nightingale et
al. (2000) k parameterization, showing clearly the seasonal-
ity of F in the Greenland and Kara seas and the differing ice
cover in the three seas. Figure 7 shows the monthly mean in-
tegrated CO2 flux in each sea using Nightingale et al. (2000).
Note that no F value could be calculated in the Kara Sea
from March to May for either year. These values were es-
timated by linearly interpolating from the adjacent months
(shown by a dashed line).
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Figure 3. Parameters retrieved from remote sensing: (A) sea ice coverage in %; (B) Tskin in oC; 2 
(C) wind speed in m s-1; (D) net primary production in mg C m-2 day-1. Red lines indicate the 3 
Greenland Sea, green the Barents Sea and blue the Kara Sea. Solid lines show the median of 4 
all valid remotely sensed data, dashed lines show the lower and upper quartiles. 5 
Fig. 3. Parameters retrieved from remote sensing: (A) sea ice cover-
age in %; (B) Tskin in ◦C; (C) wind speed in m s−1; (D) net primary
production in mg C m−2 day−1. Red lines indicate the Greenland
Sea, green the Barents Sea and blue the Kara Sea. Solid lines show
the median of all valid remotely sensed data, dashed lines show the
lower and upper quartiles.
3.3 Effects of increased temperature, freshening and
reduction in sea ice duration
The results of the different sensitivity studies using the
Nightingale et al. (2000) k parameterization are summarised
in Table 7 and shown in Figs. 8 to 11. Results from the Ho et
al. (2006) and Fangohr and Woolf (2007) k parameterizations
show similar sensitivities (not shown). The effect of increas-
ing both Tfnd and Tskin uniformly over the whole region on
the annual mean integrated CO2 flux from each sea in each
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Table 1. Lower quartile (Q1), median and upper quartile (Q3) monthly values of ice coverage (%) in the three seas.
Month Greenland Sea Barents Sea Kara Sea
Q1 median Q3 Q1 median Q3 Q1 median Q3
1 35 36 37 19 24 29 79 83 86
2 35 37 38 21 24 28 87 90 92
3 34 36 37 27 30 33 93 94 95
4 36 36 37 29 34 38 91 92 94
5 29 32 35 23 26 30 81 89 91
6 22 23 24 9 13 16 56 60 74
7 14 15 17 3 4 5 15 23 34
8 10 12 13 1 2 2 3 5 7
9 9 11 17 1 1 2 1 1 2
10 22 24 27 1 2 4 1 7 15
11 29 31 32 3 6 17 36 51 63
12 29 30 32 15 21 23 75 79 89
Table 2. Lower quartile (Q1), median and upper quartile (Q3) monthly values of sea surface skin temperature Tskin (◦C) in the three seas.
Month Greenland Sea Barents Sea Kara Sea
Q1 median Q3 Q1 median Q3 Q1 median Q3
1 −0.9 −0.1 1.6 0.7 2.4 4.2 −1.9 −1.7 −1.3
2 −1.0 −0.3 1.3 0.4 2.0 3.6 −2.1 −1.9 −1.5
3 −0.8 −0.1 1.8 0.3 1.8 3.5 −2.2 −1.7 −1.2
4 −1.2 −0.6 0.6 −0.5 1.3 3.0 −2.1 −2.0 −1.8
5 −0.9 −0.1 1.3 −1.1 0.3 2.3 −1.9 −1.7 −0.8
6 −0.1 1.3 3.1 −0.2 1.9 4.0 −0.9 −0.3 0.4
7 0.8 3.7 5.4 1.3 3.4 6.0 0.0 1.5 5.1
8 1.2 4.7 6.5 2.7 5.0 7.7 2.4 5.2 7.3
9 0.9 3.6 5.9 2.0 5.0 6.9 0.8 3.3 5.0
10 0.5 1.8 3.4 0.7 3.6 5.4 −0.5 0.5 1.5
11 −0.1 0.8 2.2 0.1 2.5 4.4 −1.5 −1.0 −0.3
12 −0.3 0.4 1.5 0.3 2.4 4.1 −1.8 −1.4 −1.2
Table 3. Lower quartile (Q1), median and upper quartile (Q3) monthly values of wind speed at 10 m U10 (m s−1) in the three seas.
Month Greenland Sea Barents Sea Kara Sea
Q1 median Q3 Q1 median Q3 Q1 median Q3
1 5.0 8.3 12.0 5.9 9.6 12.9 1.3 3.1 8.6
2 5.1 8.6 12.0 4.9 8.9 12.3 1.3 2.4 6.7
3 5.4 8.4 11.6 5.2 8.1 10.6 1.4 2.2 5.4
4 4.7 7.6 10.4 5.2 8.2 10.6 1.3 1.8 3.3
5 2.8 5.2 7.6 4.1 6.3 8.5 1.3 1.7 3.1
6 2.1 4.3 6.9 3.1 5.6 8.2 1.3 1.9 3.9
7 2.3 4.3 6.4 3.2 5.3 7.3 1.7 3.9 5.8
8 2.3 4.4 7.0 3.5 5.7 7.7 3.0 5.1 7.2
9 3.9 6.6 9.3 4.7 6.9 9.2 4.7 6.8 8.9
10 5.5 8.8 12.2 5.5 7.9 10.1 4.8 7.3 9.7
11 5.4 8.8 12.8 5.2 8.1 11.1 2.5 6.9 9.7
12 5.0 8.3 11.8 5.2 8.4 11.5 1.3 4.5 8.9
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Table 4. Lower quartile (Q1), median and upper quartile (Q3) monthly values of significant wave height Hs (m) in the three seas.
Month Greenland Sea Barents Sea Kara Sea
Q1 median Q3 Q1 median Q3 Q1 median Q3
1 0.6 0.8 1.2 0.6 0.9 1.2 0.1 0.5 0.7
2 0.5 0.8 1.1 0.6 0.8 1.1 0.0 0.3 0.5
3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.3
4 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.3
5 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.1 0.3
6 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.3
7 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4
8 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4
9 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.3 0.5 0.6
10 0.5 0.8 1.1 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.4 0.5 0.7
11 0.5 0.8 1.2 0.5 0.7 1.0 0.3 0.5 0.7
12 0.6 0.8 1.1 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
Table 5. Lower quartile (Q1), median and upper quartile (Q3) monthly values of net primary production PP (mg C m−2 day−1) in the three
seas.
Month Greenland Sea Barents Sea Kara Sea
Q1 median Q3 Q1 median Q3 Q1 median Q3
1 – – – – – – – – –
2 88 111 136 148 187 289 – – –
3 157 210 257 184 258 329 53 66 80
4 298 360 458 362 460 585 526 593 784
5 650 820 1074 854 1056 1341 775 980 1449
6 828 1011 1307 700 883 1163 723 1011 1442
7 815 976 1143 572 772 1124 815 1143 1687
8 591 707 848 498 645 914 673 850 1145
9 311 428 529 263 400 583 338 472 677
10 184 253 315 144 206 299 187 293 665
11 – – – – – – – – –
12 – – – – – – – – –
year using the Nightingale et al. (2000) k parameterization is
shown in Fig. 8, with the 2020 prediction of 0.7 ◦C shown as
a dotted line. The effect is a strongly linear (r2 > 0.999) posi-
tive change in integrated flux, making the Greenland and Bar-
ents seas less absorbing and the Kara Sea more emitting. The
mean integrated CO2 flux changes per degree warming are:
Greenland Sea +7.8 Tg C ◦C−1 (−21 % ◦C1); Barents Sea
+11.1 Tg C ◦C−1 (−99 % ◦C−1); Kara Sea +3.2 Tg C ◦C−1
(+149 % ◦C−1). The combined effect on all three seas
grouped together is +22.1 Tg C ◦C−1 (−49 % ◦C−1). The
2020 warming prediction of 0.7 ◦C causes integrated CO2
flux changes (from 2008–2009 to 2020) of: Greenland Sea
+5.0 Tg C (−14 %); Barents Sea +7.3 Tg C (−65 %); Kara
Sea +2.1 Tg C (+99 %). The combined effect on all three seas
grouped together is +14.5 Tg C ◦C−1 (−29 %, i.e. a 29 % re-
duction in the regional sink).
The effect of decreasing salinity uniformly over the whole
region on the annual mean integrated CO2 flux from each
sea in each year using the Nightingale et al. (2000) k pa-
rameterization is shown in Fig. 9, with the 2020 predic-
tion of 0.1 PSU shown as a dotted line. The effect is a
strongly linear (r2 > 0.9999) negative change in integrated
flux with decreasing salinity, making the Greenland and
Barents seas more absorbing and the Kara Sea less emit-
ting. The mean integrated flux changes per PSU freshen-
ing are: Greenland Sea −8.6 Tg C PSU−1 (+24 % PSU−1);
Barents Sea −12.4 Tg C PSU−1 (+110 % PSU−1); Kara Sea
−4.0 Tg C PSU−1 (−190 % PSU−1). The combined effect
on all three seas grouped together is −25.0 Tg C PSU−1
(+55 % PSU−1). The 2020 freshening prediction of 0.1 PSU
(from 2008–2009 to 2020) causes integrated flux changes
of: Greenland Sea −0.87 Tg C (+2.4 %); Barents Sea
−1.24 Tg C (+11 %); Kara Sea −0.41 Tg C (−19 %). The
combined effect on all three seas grouped together is
−2.52 Tg C (+5.5 %).
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Figure 4. Monthly mean sea ice coverage over the study region during 2008 and 2009 3 
combined. White is ice, blue is ice-free, grey is land. Range is 0 to 100% sea ice cover. 4 
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Fig. 4. Monthly mean sea ice coverage over the study region during
2008 and 2009 combined. White is ice, blue is ice-free, grey is land.
Range is 0 to 100 % sea ice cover.
The effect of reducing the duration of sea ice cover uni-
formly over the whole region on the annual mean integrated
CO2 flux from each sea in each year using the Nightin-
gale et al. (2000) k parameterization is shown in Fig. 10,
with the 2020 prediction of a 6-day reduction shown as
a dotted line. The effect is a small and moderately lin-
ear (r2 > 0.92) negative change in integrated flux, mak-
ing the Greenland and Barents seas slightly more absorb-
ing and the Kara Sea slightly less emitting. The mean in-
tegrated flux changes per day of duration reduction are:
Greenland Sea −0.030 Tg C day−1 (+0.08 % day−1); Bar-
ents Sea −0.013 Tg C day−1 (+0.11 % day−1); Kara Sea
−0.00028 Tg C day−1 (−0.01 % day−1). The combined ef-
fect on all three seas grouped together is −0.043 Tg C day−1
(+0.09 % day−1). The 2020 sea ice duration predic-
tion of a 6-day reduction (from 2008–2009 to 2020)
causes changes in annual integrated flux of: Greenland
Sea −0.20 Tg C (+0.6 %); Barents Sea −0.11 Tg C (+1.0 %);
Kara Sea −0.022 Tg C (−1.0 %). The combined effect on all
three seas grouped together is −0.33 Tg C (+0.7 %).
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Figure 5. Mean sea-air flux F of CO2 in g C m-2 day-1 during 2008 and 2009 combined using 3 
the k parameterization of Nightingale et al. (2000). Blue is absorbing, red is emitting, dark 4 
grey is land, white is no data. 5 
Fig. 5. Mean sea–air flux F of CO2 in g C m−2 day−1 during 2008
and 2009 combined using the k parameterization of Nightingale et
al. (2000). Blue is absorbing, red is emitting, dark grey is land, white
is no data.
The combined effect of all three of the predicted changes
for 2020 (0.7 ◦C temperature increase, 0.1 PSU freshening,
6-day reduction in sea ice duration) using the Nightingale
et al. (2000) k parameterization is shown in Fig. 11. The
positive change in integrated flux due to warming outweighs
the negative changes due to salinity and sea ice duration so
the net effect is a positive change in annual sea–air inte-
grated CO2 flux (from 2008–2009 to 2020) in all three seas:
Greenland Sea +4.0 Tg C (−11 %); Barents Sea +6.0 Tg C
(−53 %); Kara Sea +1.7 Tg C (+81 %). The combined ef-
fect on all three seas grouped together is +11.7 Tg C (−26 %,
i.e. a 26 % reduction in the regional sink).
3.4 Uncertainties and error propagation
Uncertainties and bias in the remote sensing data used to
calculate F could have a significant impact on the resultant
CO2 fluxes. To investigate the effect of known random er-
rors in the input data sets, the published standard deviation
for each data set was used to perturb the respective variable.
These are 0.16 ◦C in Tskin, 0.6 ◦C in Tfnd and 1.25 m s−1 in
U10. To investigate the effect of random fluctuations, each
individual measurement was perturbed by a random number
(noise) with a log-normal distribution, assuming all errors
to be uncorrelated. The integrated fluxes for 2008 and 2009
were recalculated five times for each sea using the perturbed
Biogeosciences, 10, 8109–8128, 2013 www.biogeosciences.net/10/8109/2013/
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Figure 6. Monthly mean sea-air flux of CO2 in g C m-2 day-1 during 2008 and 2009 combined 2 
using the Nightingale et al. (2000) k parameterization. Blue is absorbing, red is emitting, grey 3 
is land, white is no data. 4 
Fig. 6. Monthly mean sea–air flux of CO2 in g C m−2 day−1 dur-
ing 2008 and 2009 combined using the Nightingale et al. (2000) k
p rame rization Blue is absorbing, red is emitting, grey is land,
white is no data.
data, and the standard deviation of integrated flux calculated,
which then forms our estimate of the uncertainty due to ran-
dom errors. All input data sets were perturbed simultane-
ously.
It is also possible that the input data contain a bias, e.g.
due to poor cloud clearing leading to a cooler SST than ex-
pected, anomalous atmospheric correction over the Arctic, or
the small number of cloud free data typically available in this
region. This will have a proportionately much larger impact
on the total error. Tfnd has been found to have negligible bias
globally (Donlon et al., 2011), but regional biases are evi-
dent. A specific challenge in this respect is the lack of in situ
measurements in the Arctic regions that can be used to pro-
vide robust validation statistics. We took the precautionary
approach of assuming all regional biases to equal the root
mean square (rms) sum of the published bias (if any) and
standard deviation of random errors in each case. These are√
0.162 + 0.22 = 0.26 ◦C in Tskin, 0.6 ◦C in Tfnd (which has
a published bias of zero) and
√
1.252 + 0.282 = 1.28 m s−1
in U10, and should be considered to be an upper estimate of
the error due to bias. To investigate the effect of possible in-
put data biases in Tskin, Tfnd and U10 on the integrated fluxes,
each data set in turn was offset by this value and the result-
ing flux offset calculated. To prevent pixels being masked by
Tfnd exceeding Tskin, which generates an error in the algo-
rithm, Tfnd was offset negatively, while Tskin and U10 were
offset positively.
All of these flux errors (the standard deviation due to ran-
dom fluctuations and the flux offsets due to potential sources
of bias) were assumed to be uncorrelated and hence were
combined to give a cumulative rms error due to potential er-
rors in the EO input data. This assumption is probably invalid
for Tfnd and Tskin, which we expect to co-vary, but again this
approach sets an upper limit on the error.
For the remaining parameters in Eq. (3) we followed the
analysis of Takahashi et al. (2009), adjusting the values to
suit our regions of interest. In their discussion of errors, Taka-
hashi et al. (2009) use F = 0.585α(Sc)1/2 (U10)21pCO2.
They quote an error of 30 % in the factor 0.585, which
is actually an error in the k algorithm used by Takahashi
et al. (2009), an empirical wind-based algorithm similar to
those of Nightingale et al. (2000) and Ho et al. (2006). How-
ever, Ho et al. (2011) quote errors in the k algorithms of
Nightingale et al. (2000) and Ho et al. (2006) of 20 %, so we
use 20 % here. Takahashi et al. (2009) also quote errors of
10 % in the solubility and Schmidt number product α(Sc)1/2
and 0.9 µatm in 1pCO2, which converts to a percentage er-
ror of 100× 0.9√1pCO2. Assuming that these errors are
independent, they combine to a percentage error in F of√
202 + 102 + (100× 0.9√1pCO2) due to uncertainties in
the method.
Results for the different error sources are shown in Ta-
ble 8 for integrated fluxes calculated using the Nightingale et
al. (2000) k parameterization. The errors vary between seas,
but in all cases the dominant error is that due to wind bias,
comprising 67 to 82 % of the total error, and the error due to
random fluctuations in the EO input data is negligible. For
the Greenland and Barents seas, the next greatest error is that
due to uncertainties in the method, which itself is dominated
by the 20 % error in the k parameterization.
4 Discussion
4.1 Comparison with previous work
Calculated annual integrated CO2 fluxes for each of the three
seas during 2008 and 2009 using Nightingale et al. (2000)
and Ho et al. (2006) are shown in Table 9 and Fig. 12a, along
with results from previous studies for comparison. The in situ
measurements are summarised by Bates and Mathis (2009).
Of the previous studies, Arrigo et al. (2010) and Nakaoka et
al. (2006) use empirical wind-based k parameterizations sim-
ilar to Nightingale et al. (2000) and Ho et al. (2006), while
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Table 6. Annual integrated CO2 fluxes from the three seas using the k parameterizations of Nightingale et al. (2000) and Ho et al. (2006).
Errors are upper estimates, taken from Table 8.
Annual integrated CO2 flux (Tg C)
Sea Area (km2) Nightingale et al. (2000) Ho et al. (2006)
2008 2009 2008 2009
Greenland 1 080 210 −37± 14 −36± 14 −37± 15 −36± 14
Barents 1 349 030 −9± 4 −14± 6 −9± 4 −14± 6
Kara 760 450 +2.9± 1.9 +1.4± 0.9 +2.8± 1.8 +1.4± 0.9
All seas 3 189 690 −43± 17 −48± 19 −44± 18 −49± 20
Table 7. Effects of increased Tfnd and Tskin, decreased salinity (freshening) and reduction in sea ice duration on annual integrated CO2 flux
using the k parameterization of Nightingale et al. (2000).
Sensitivity (Tg C unit−1) Effect of 2020 prediction (Tg C)
Parameter Greenland Barents Kara all Greenland Barents Kara all
(unit) Sea Sea Sea seas Sea Sea Sea seas
Tfnd and Tskin (◦C) +7.8 +11.1 +3.2 +22.1 +5.0 +7.3 +2.1 +14.5
Salinity (PSU) −8.6 −12.4 −4.0 −25.0 −0.87 −1.24 −0.41 −2.52
Ice duration (days) −0.030 −0.013 −0.00028 −0.043 −0.20 −0.11 −0.022 −0.33
Combined +4.0 +6.0 +1.7 +11.7
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Figure 7. Integrated monthly CO2 fluxes over the three seas in 2008 and 2009 using the k 2 
parameterization of Nightingale et al. (2000). The dashed sections of the Kara Sea graphs 3 
represent missing data in March, April and May caused by lack of EO data due to ice 4 
coverage. These are filled by linear interpolation of the mean Kara Sea F between February 5 
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Figure 8. Effect of increasing both Tfnd and Tskin on the integrated yearly CO2 fluxes over the 9 
three seas in 2008 and 2009 using the k parameterization of Nightingale et al. (2000). The 10 
ACIA (2005) prediction of 0.7 oC by 2020 is shown as a dotted line.11 
Fig. 7. Integrated monthly CO2 fluxes over the three seas in 2008
and 2009 using the k parameterization of Nightingale et al. (2000).
The dashed sections of the Kara Sea graphs represent missing data
in March, April and May caused by lack of EO data due to ice cov-
erage. These are filled by linear interpolation of the mean Kara Sea
F between February and June.
the others do not use a k parameterization. Hence it is ap-
propriate to compare our Nightingale et al. (2000) and Ho et
al. (2006) data with data from these two studies.
Our values in the Greenland Sea are in good agreement
with those of Arrigo et al. (2010), with a positive inte-
grated flux difference (decrease in negative integrated flux)
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Fig. 8. Effect of increasing both Tfnd and Tskin on the integrated
yearly CO2 fluxes over the three seas in 2008 and 2009 using the
k p rameterization of Nightingale et al. (2000). The ACIA (2005)
predic ion of 0.7 ◦C by 2020 is shown as a dotted line.
of around 1 Tg C. In the Barents Sea, both Arrigo et al. (2010)
and the present work suggest values much less negative than
previous in situ studies. Comparing our data with Arrigo et
al. (2010), we find an integrated flux difference of around
+13 Tg C, while the difference with in situ studies ranges
from +33 to +66 Tg C. In the Kara Sea, all previous stud-
ies have found a small negative integrated flux but we find
a small positive integrated flux. Compared with Arrigo et
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Table 8. Estimation of the sensitivity of annual integrated CO2 flux calculations to sources of input data uncertainty for the Nightingale et
al. (2000) k parameterization for each Arctic sea.
Error due Error due to Upper estimate Upper
Annual to method fluctuations of error due estimate
Sea mean uncertainties in Tskin, Tfnd to bias (%) of total
1pCO2 (%) and U10 (%) Tskin Tfnd U10 error (%)
Greenland −67 22 0.5 4.5 1.3 32 39
Barents −13.6 23 0.2 22 3.7 33 47
Kara −3.5 34 0.2 34 1.1 44 65
All seas −29 23 0.5 11 2.0 31 40
Table 9. Mean annual sea–air integrated CO2 flux in the three seas over 2008 and 2009, compared with those from previous studies and
the years to which they refer. Values in bold use remote sensing data (Arrigo et al. (2010) also uses model data), others rely on in situ
measurements or model data. Of the two values listed in our annual integrated CO2 flux data, the first uses the k parameterization of
Nightingale et al. (2000), the second Ho et al. (2006).
Previous studies
Sea Annual CO2 Annual CO2 Measurement Reference
flux (Tg C) flux (Tg C) period
Greenland −36± 14 −37.8± 2.8 1998–2003 Arrigo et al. (2010)
−37± 14
Barents −11± 5 −70± 27 1992–2001 Nakaoka et al. (2006)
−11± 5 −77± 12 1990–1999 Omar et al. (2007)
−67± 15 1995–1997 Fransson et al. (2001)
−44± 16 1999 Kaltin et al. (2002)
−24.1± 2.8 1998–2003 Arrigo et al. (2010)
Kara +2.2± 1.4 −1.0 1995–1997 Fransson et al. (2001)
+2.1± 1.4 −5.7 1991 (model) Anderson et al. (1998a, b)
−12.4± 3.5 1998–2003 Arrigo et al. (2010)
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Figure 9. Effect of freshening on the integrated yearly CO2 fluxes over the three seas in 2008 2 
and 2009 using the k parameterization of Nightingale et al. (2000). The ACIA (2005) 3 
prediction of 0.1 PSU by 2020 is shown as a dotted line. 4 
 5 
Figure 10. Effect of changing sea ice duration on the integrated yearly CO2 fluxes over the 6 
three seas in 2008 and 2009 using the k parameterization of Nightingale et al. (2000). The 7 
ACIA (2005) prediction of a 6 day reduction by 2020 is shown as a dotted line. 8 
Fig. 9. Effect of freshening on the integrated yearly CO2 fluxes over
the th e seas in 2008 and 2009 using the k parameteriza ion of
Nig tingale et al. (2000). The ACIA (2005) prediction of .1 PSU
by 2020 is shown a a dotted line.
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Fig. 10. Effect of changing sea ice duration on the integrated yearly
CO2 fluxes over the three seas in 2008 and 2009 using the k param-
eterization of Nightingale et al. (2000). The ACIA (2005) prediction
of a 6-day reduction by 2020 is shown as a dotted line.
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Figure 11. Combined effect of the changes predicted for 2020 (0.7 oC temperature increase, 2 
0.1 PSU freshening and 6 day decrease in sea ice duration) on the integrated yearly CO2 3 
fluxes over the three seas in 2008 and 2009 using the k parameterization of Nightingale et al. 4 
(2000). Red bars indicate the original fluxes, green bars the 2020 prediction.  5 
6 
Fig. 11. Combined effect of the changes predicted for 2020 (0.7 ◦C
temperature increase, 0.1 PSU freshening and 6-day decrease in sea
ice duration) on the integrated yearly CO2 fluxes over the three seas
in 2008 and 2009 using the k parameterization of Nightingale et
al. (2000). Red bars indicate the original fluxes, green bars the 2020
prediction.
al. (2010) we find an integrated flux difference of around
+14 Tg C, while the difference with in situ studies ranges
from +3 to +8 Tg C.
Care should be taken when interpreting the Kara Sea data,
since the Takahashi et al. (2009) data set excludes large parts
of the Kara Sea. In the summer months when these parts are
ice free, a large proportion of the Kara Sea integrated flux
will be an estimate based on the mean flux from a much
smaller proportion. This is acceptable for the current sensi-
tivity study, but not for an estimate of the integrated CO2 flux
from the Kara Sea.
When comparing annual integrated sea CO2 fluxes from
this study with those from other studies, it should be noted
that the purpose of this study is not to give values for the
annual integrated CO2 flux but to investigate the sensitivity
of this flux to various perturbations, so this comparison is
given more as a “reality check” than a claim to improve on
previous estimates. Differences in the definition of the sea
boundaries by Arrigo et al. (2010) also confound direct com-
parison. They define the seas as segments of the Arctic with
a southern boundary at 66◦33′39′′ N. It should also be borne
in mind that the Arctic seas have changed drastically since
2007, especially in summer ice extent (Stroeve et al., 2008;
Wang and Overland, 2009), so we might expect differences
from pre-2007 studies. The previous studies all take their
data from the late 1990s or early 2000s and are presented
along with the values from this study in Table 9.
Notwithstanding these issues, none of our values seem in-
consistent with previous data. When the various estimates
are ordered (see Fig. 12a), the largest step change occurs be-
tween the Barents and Kara Sea values of Arrigo et al. (2010)
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Figure 12. (A) CO2 fluxes in the three seas measured in previous studies and the current study 3 
(2008 and 2009). Red denotes the Greenland Sea, green the Barents Sea and blue the Kara 4 
Sea. Vertical error bars denote the stated uncertainty, if any. Horizontal error bars denote the 5 
years over which data were collected. In the case of 2008 and 2009 data, vertical error bars 6 
denote the k parameterization of Nightingale et al. (2000), ‘x’ (without error bars) that of Ho 7 
et al. (2006). Errors in Ho et al. (2006) are almost identical to those in Nightingale et al. 8 
(2000). Year labels mark the centre of the year. 9 
(B) The Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI), a measure of the strength of El Niño. 10 
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Fig. 12. (A) CO2 fluxes in the three seas measured in previous stud-
ies and the current study (2008 and 2009). Red denotes the Green-
land Sea, green the Barents Sea and blue the Kara Sea. Vertical error
bars denote the stated uncertainty, if any. Horizontal error bars de-
note the years over which data were collected. In the case of 2008
and 2009 data, vertical err r bars denote the k paramet rization of
Nightingale et al. (2000), “x” (without erro bars) that of Ho et
al. (2006). Errors in Ho et al. (2006) are almost identical to those
in Nightingale et al. (2000). Year labels mark the centre of the year.
(B) The Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI), a measure of the strength
of El Niño.
and the previous in situ studies. The Barents Sea data taken
as a whole suggest a rising trend (i.e. a reducing sink) in an-
nual integrated sea–air CO2 flux. It is interesting to note from
Fig. 12a that the data of Arrigo et al. (2010) appear to follow
a rising trend with strong outliers in 1998 (all seas) and 1999
(Barents and Kara seas). These outliers may have been af-
fected by the 1997–1998 El Niño, which was the strongest
El Niño since 1983 (Wolter, 2012; Wolter and Timlin, 1998).
Many authors, e.g. Liu et al. (2004), have postulated links
between conditions in the Arctic and El Niño, with a delay
of about three months between an El Niño event and the re-
sponse in the Arctic. The Multivariate El Niño Southern Os-
cillation Index (MEI) is shown in Fig. 12b for comparison
(Wolter and Timlin, 1998).
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4.2 Effects of partial ice cover
The work of Loose et al. (2009) and Else et al. (2011) sug-
gests that increased water turbulence may enhance the flux
in marginal ice zones over a simple proportionality to open
water area, while Woolf (2005) suggests that adjacent open
waters with low fetch might have reduced transfer velocity.
Though we have included a parameterization suggested by
Loose et al. (2009), this is clearly a gross simplification. The
marginal ice zones are complex and merit their own study,
but this work takes an intentionally simple approach to trans-
fer velocity, concentrating more on the driving concentration
difference, which is affected by thermal and ice melt effects.
In all but the Kara Sea, ice-covered regions are smaller than
open ocean areas for most of the year (annual mean ice cover
27 %, 16 % and 57 % for the Greenland, Barents and Kara
seas), and much of this will be fast ice. The Kara Sea has by
far the smallest magnitude of CO2 flux of the three seas due
to its low concentration difference, so contributes very little
to the integrated regional flux. Hence the effect of neglected
processes within marginal ice zones is likely to be a small
correction to the integrated regional flux.
4.3 Effects of increased temperature, freshening and
reduction in sea ice duration
The annual integrated CO2 flux from each sea shows strong
temperature dependence in all seas, especially in the Barents
Sea (Table 8). The entire integrated flux from the Greenland
and Barents seas in Table 7 can be negated by warmings of
5 and 1 ◦C, respectively, while the small positive integrated
flux from the Kara Sea can be doubled by a warming of
0.7 ◦C (Sect. 3.3). The integrated flux from the region as a
whole can be negated by a warming of 2 ◦C. The sensitivity
of the integrated CO2 flux in the Barents Sea to warming is
1.4 times that in the Greenland Sea, and 3.4 times that in the
Kara Sea.
The dependence of the integrated CO2 flux on salinity
is also strong, but in the opposite direction. The integrated
flux from the Greenland and Barents seas can be doubled
by freshenings of 4.2 and 0.9 PSU, respectively, while the
Kara Sea integrated flux can be negated by a freshening of
0.5 PSU (Sect. 3.3). The integrated CO2 flux from the region
as a whole can be doubled by a freshening of 1.8 PSU. The
sensitivity of the Barents Sea integrated CO2 flux to freshen-
ing is once again the greatest, 1.4 times that in the Greenland
Sea and 3.1 times that in the Kara Sea.
The sensitivity of the integrated CO2 flux to reduc-
tion in sea ice duration is surprisingly weak. Even
a 30-day reduction only affects the annual integrated
fluxes by a maximum of −0.9 Tg C (2.5 %) in the Green-
land Sea, −0.39 Tg C (3.5 %) in the Barents Sea and
−0.018 Tg C (0.8 %) in the Kara Sea. It may be that to give a
realistic reduction in sea ice extent, an additional factor needs
to be included. Studies such as ACIA (2005) frequently pre-
dict changes in ice extent, but to implement such a change
directly requires a means of deciding which ice to remove.
Future work could benefit from information on sea ice thick-
ness, which would allow the removal of the thinnest ice until
the required extent is achieved.
The negative integrated CO2 flux changes in the Kara Sea
due to reduced sea ice duration may appear to be counterin-
tuitive, since an emitting sea that has less ice cover should
emit more strongly. However, this can be explained by the
fact that the Kara Sea has areas that emit CO2 and areas that
absorb; see Fig. 5 and Sect. 4.5. If the decrease in emission
due to more absorbing surface being exposed is greater than
the increase due to more emitting surface being exposed, then
the overall emission is reduced.
4.4 Impact of surface biology on the k parameterization
Autotrophy on Arctic shelves fuelled by inputs of nutrients
both from rivers and by on-shelf transport gives the poten-
tial for significant biological CO2 uptake and modification of
air–sea gas exchange. Surfactants such as polysaccharides,
lipids and proteins deriving from phytoplankton (Žutic´ et al.,
1981; Liss and Duce, 2005; Gašparovic´ et al., 1998) suppress
k by acting as a monolayer physical barrier and by modify-
ing sea surface hydrodynamics, reducing surface roughness
and turbulent energy transfer. Based on broad correlations of
surfactant with primary productivity, strong spatial and sea-
sonal gradients in k should be expected (e.g. Goldman et al.,
1988), especially in the Kara Sea given its large terrestrial
freshwater supply. Although there are currently no data on
the occurrence of biological surfactant in Arctic waters, there
have previously been attempts to use EO data to infer open
ocean distributions of surfactant (Liu et al., 2000; Lin et al.,
2002) and the implications for gas exchange (Tsai and Liu,
2003). The latter authors used 1pCO2 climatologies and EO
derived estimates ofU10, sea surface temperature and chloro-
phyll a to infer surfactant control on global air–sea CO2 ex-
change. Their data imply measurable k suppression beyond a
PP of 25 g C m−2 month−1 (820 mg C m−2 day−1) (Tsai and
Liu, 2003). Surfactant suppression of k has also been esti-
mated more directly, both in the laboratory and in other field
locations, the typical range of k suppression being 5–60 %,
(Goldman et al., 1988; Frew et al., 1990; Bock et al., 1999;
Salter et al., 2011). A deliberate surfactant release in the NE
Atlantic found 5–55 % k suppression for U10 in the range
7.2–10.7 m s−1 (Salter et al., 2011). Table 3 shows that the
interquartile range of wind speeds (Q1 to Q3 in Table 3) over-
laps with this range, indicating frequent occurrence of wind
speeds in this range, for 9 months of the year in the Green-
land Sea, all 12 months in the Barents Sea and 6 months in
the Kara Sea, hence substantial modification of k seems pos-
sible.
Figure 13 is a cumulative histogram of PP for the three
seas, in which the vertical axis shows the proportion of the
clear sea area with a given PP (shown on the horizontal
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Figure 13. Cumulative histogram of net primary production showing the proportion of clear 2 
sea area with a given net primary production or higher. The dotted line represents the 3 
threshold of slick formation. Red is the Greenland Sea, green the Barents Sea and blue the 4 
Kara Sea. 5 
 6 
Fig. 13. Cumulative histogram of net primary production showing
the proportion of clear sea area with a given net primary production
or higher. The dotted line represents the threshold of slick forma-
tion. Red is the Greenland Sea, green the Barents Sea and blue the
Kara Sea.
axis) or higher. This enables a crude estimate of the scale of
k suppression by surfactant assuming strong PP-surfactant
correlations and shows the Kara Sea to have a consis-
tently higher proportion of high PP than the other seas,
for which PP is broadly similar. The proportions exceeding
820 mg C m−2 day−1 are: Greenland Sea 42 %; Barents Sea
34 %; Kara Sea 49 %.
We may conclude from the above that using k parameter-
izations explicitly incorporating surface roughness, derived
for example from satellite backscatter data (e.g. Fangohr and
Woolf, 2007), should give a more accurate representation
of Arctic CO2 exchange than those based on wind speed
alone, e.g. Nightingale et al. (2000). Nevertheless, the CO2
exchange fluxes calculated here using Fangohr and Woolf
(2007) are consistently of a greater magnitude than those cal-
culated using Nightingale et al. (2000) by a factor of about
1.75. This indicates a problem with the Fangohr and Woolf
(2007) algorithm that causes it to overestimate F , and recent
work by Goddijn-Murphy (2012) has identified a calibration
issue for kd; the calibration of kb is still unknown. Once such
issues are resolved, approaches of the type proposed by Fan-
gohr and Woolf (2007) have the potential to enable more re-
alistic parameterization and consequently improved CO2 ex-
change estimates for this region.
First inspection of our altimeter-based estimates of U10,
which derive from surface roughness measurements, implies
that they should be largely unaffected by the above issues.
However, the ESA data processing chain corrects the esti-
mated wind speeds using modelled wind speed data for the
same time and location. Therefore, despite their origin in sur-
face roughness data, k estimates deriving from these wind
speed estimates are likely to be biased high in regions of high
biological activity.
4.5 Potential impact of terrestrial DOC inputs on CO2
exchange fluxes
Marginal shelves are extremely important to Arctic Ocean
biogeochemistry due to their large area (> 53 % of the to-
tal) and the scale of terrestrial inputs. The Arctic receives
∼ 10 % of global river discharge and inputs are increasing
by 8 km3 yr−1 due to snow cover and soil ice losses (Dai et
al., 2009). Most freshwater input is to the Kara Sea, via the
Ob and Yenisey rivers, which along with the adjacent Bar-
ents Sea, borders the large Eurasian watershed (Fig. 1). This
extends south as far as 45◦N and covers ∼ 5.5× 106 km2 in-
clusive of the world’s largest peat bog, which may contain
50 % of global soil carbon (McGuire et al., 2002).
It is estimated that 25–36 Tg C yr−1 is delivered to the Arc-
tic Ocean via rivers, of which > 90 % is dissolved (DOC)
(Raymond et al., 2007; Makkaveev et al., 2010); this is∼ 10–
15 % of the global terrigenous DOC supply (Stein and Mac-
Donald, 2004). Terrestrial DOC delivery to the Kara Sea is
especially high; the Ob and Yenisey rivers combined supply
it with∼ 8.6 Tg C yr−1 as DOC (Lobbes et al., 2000),∼ 34 %
of all river-derived DOC in the Arctic Ocean. Moreover, the
river water flux to the Arctic is increasing by ∼ 8 km3 yr−1
(Dai et al., 2009) and a progressive increase in the depth of
seasonal permafrost melting in the Siberian Arctic is poten-
tially mobilising ‘old’ DOM stores (Zhang et al., 2005).
The biogeochemical fate of river-derived DOC in the Arc-
tic Ocean is thus potentially important to the regional carbon
budget. DOC remineralisation to CO2 on Arctic shelves has
the potential to offset autotrophic CO2 uptake to some de-
gree, though typically strong spatial and seasonal signals in
continental shelf CO2 dynamics complicate the estimation
of the autotrophic-heterotrophic balance. Although a strong
halocline and rapid surface transport may enable > 50 % of
terrigenous DOC to escape significant remineralisation on
Arctic shelves (Opsahl et al., 1999), removal rate constants
are high (Letscher et al., 2011) and 30–70 % respiration of
river-borne DOC has been observed in the Beaufort Gyre
(Hansell et al., 2009; Cooper et al., 2005). Globally it is es-
timated that ∼ 50 % of river-borne DOC is returned to the
troposphere as CO2 in estuaries (Laruelle et al., 2011; Cai,
2011).
Using this figure, assuming that all DOC remineralisa-
tion in the Arctic is restricted to coastal shelves and us-
ing the DOC delivery estimates above (Raymond et al.,
2007; Makkaveev et al., 2010) gives a potential annual
CO2 outgassing integrated flux from Arctic shelves of
11–16 Tg C yr−1 (2–3 g C m−2 yr−1). For comparison, av-
erage annual sea–air integrated fluxes from Table 6 are
−11 Tg C yr−1 (−8 g C m−2 yr−1) for the Barents Sea and
+2.2 Tg C yr−1 (+3 g C m−2 yr−1) for the Kara Sea. Rates
on individual shelves will, however, certainly vary due to
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differences in freshwater inputs. Given that the Kara Sea
receives ∼ 34 % of all DOC river inputs to the Arctic
Ocean (Lobbes et al., 2000), it could potentially return 3.7–
5.4 Tg C yr−1 (4.9–7.2 g C m−2 yr−1) of CO2 via DOC rem-
ineralisation, significantly larger than our estimate of inte-
grated Kara Sea flux. This provides a potential explanation
for our result that the Kara Sea has very small CO2 flux
compared to the Greenland and Barents seas, despite having
high primary productivity. A large biological CO2 drawdown
could be offset by a similarly large outgassing due to DOC
remineralization, leaving a small net flux.
5 Conclusions
This study has shown that integrated CO2 fluxes in three
Arctic seas are strongly sensitive to changes in tempera-
ture and salinity, but are much less sensitive to changes in
sea ice duration. All become smaller CO2 sinks (or larger
sources) at higher temperatures and larger CO2 sinks (or
smaller sources) at lower salinities and to a lesser extent at
reduced sea ice duration. Predictions of the relative magni-
tudes of these changes up to 2020 suggest that the temper-
ature effect will dominate, in which case future changes in
climate have the potential to decrease the collective function
of these seas as a sink of atmospheric CO2. The predicted ef-
fect (26 % reduction in the overall sink over 11.5 yr) would,
if it continued at the same rate, result in the region ceasing
to be a net sink in the mid 2050s. Different combinations
of warming, freshening and sea ice reduction will of course
have different effects.
In terms of absolute changes in integrated CO2 flux, the
Barents Sea is the most sensitive of the three seas to warm-
ing and freshening and the Greenland Sea is the most sen-
sitive to sea ice reduction. Our results suggest that sea ice
reduction alone has by far the smallest effect (although this
leads to open water and thus further warming of the ocean
surface layer); therefore, we conclude that the effect of fu-
ture changes in climate on the integrated CO2 flux will be
largest in the Barents Sea. The Kara Sea integrated CO2 flux
is both the smallest in magnitude and the least affected by the
three changes.
This work has shown that the integrated CO2 fluxes are rel-
atively insensitive to changes in ice duration. However, use of
daily ice thickness data would allow a more detailed analysis
of these effects. Finally, the high biological activity within
these seas, especially within the Kara Sea, suggests that fu-
ture studies should avoid using purely wind-based parame-
terizations of the gas transfer velocity, as these are likely to
overestimate the CO2 flux in these regions. If a wind-based
parameterization is used, an attempt should be made to in-
clude this issue in uncertainty estimates.
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